Last week the children were assessed to see how many
phonemes they could recognise with speed and accuracy.
Key words recognition was also assessed. The children loved
taking on this challenge and showing off their knowledge. It
was such a pleasure to see the progress our Foxes and
Badgers are making. Keep up the good work with your
Education Packs at home. Remember to encourage your
child to read key words on sight as quickly as possible and
avoid sounding every word out each time they see it.
This week we will be reading alternative versions to “The 3
Little Pigs”. If you have any at home, please send them in
to support our debate as to whether the Big Bad Wolf is
really bad or not.

Question
Is the Big
Bad Wolf
really bad?

Maths
Patterns
-with colour
-with shape
-with
nature

th

Diary dates

Tuesday 26 March- Librarian visiting EYFS
Tuesday 2nd April- Easter bonnet parade.
9:15am and 2:45pm in the school hall
Tuesday 30th April- Badger Library Visit
hall

Forest school
Badgers will be taking part in Forest School on
Monday. Please bring extra layers of clothing.

Don’t forget to keep sending in your child’s amazing
homework.

Phonics
Kipper Group: h, b, f
Chip Group: ur (fur) or (fork)
Biff Group- air (hair) er (fern)

Respect
Take a photograph
using an iPad of
patterns in nature
or patterns your
friends are making.

Creativity
Can you make a
Big Bad Wolf
mask? What will
you use to make
it stand out?

Determination
Make a pattern
using shapes,
coloured items or
natural objects.
Can you describe
your pattern?

Excellence
Write facts about
pigs or wolves
using the
clipboards.
Maybe research
on iPads.

Good Choice
Visit the book
corner and enjoy
a book with a
wolf as one of
the characters. Is
the wolf good or
bad?

